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"Doth not nature tell
us that if a man hath
long hair, it shall be a
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shame unto him."
(Gideon Bible: Cor. XI:
14)

April, 1971

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE, UNION, NEW JERSEY

Appleseed Day, Successful

Code of Conduct
vs. Council
The student council meeting of
March 26, chaired by Tony Levi
centered on two topics: N .S.C.'s
proposed Code of Conduct and
the in - theory College Union
program. The meeting featured
various outside speakers including

references to Ken Wilson's
proposals concerning the code
which had been discussed at the
previous week's meeting. The
ideas· had been well received by
the council and would make the
co d e m ore f easib le and

Mr. Donald Raichle, ch airman of p urposeful. Mr. RaichJe replied

the Ad Hoc Committee on Rights
and Responsibilities, Dr. Irving
Luscombe, Chairman of the
Faculty Senate, and Don Merce,
Chairman of C.C.B. Preceeding
the aforementioned, Ken Wilson
reported on the Curriculum
Committee in stating that the
Faculty Senate had approved an
independent study program, and
that this field of education will be
"wide open" starting next
semester.
Mr. Raichle started off the
discussion on the Code of
Behavior with a quote from the
Supreme Court saying: "the
history of freedom is the history
of writing procedures" - this
pertaining to the "why" of the
campus code. A question directed
to Mr. Raichle was, what was the
purpose of the letter attached to
the which was addressed to Dr.
Luscombe (refer to
INDEPENDENT March 25). Mr.
Raichle responded that the letter
was not a part of the code and its
job was to explain the Faculty
Senate what the Ad Hoc
Committee had done and to also
bring state laws "regarding
disruptions at educational
institutions" to attention. Tony
Sa posed the speaker with "what
were three student's signatures
doing on the letter when they
were u n informed as to its
writing." Raichle explained to the
body that the signatures of all
members of the body that the
signatures of all members of the
committee appeared in the letter
to give credit to the members and
that he solely took the
:responsibility of the contents of
,the attached letter. Sa also made

that these proposals were
unknown to him, but that he was
open for any ideas. Alan McGarry
employed the guest speaker to
answer whether the code was
basically punitive in nature. The
reply was that the code was to
provide academic freedon and "to
defend the students against
disruptions on campus.'' When
further queried concerning this
last statement, Raichle said that·
he again took full responsibility
for its issuance.
Interpretation of the code was
brought up by Dave Lichtenstein.
His viewpoint was that anyone
who read and studied the code
would derive a different idea from
it. Mr. Raichle stated that the
general interpretation is first
formulated by President Weiss,
then the Judiciary Board, the
Board of Trustees, tne Chancellor
and if a case gets that far, finally
the Board of Higher Education.
Mr. Lichtenstein also asked who
brings the President up on charges
if necessary. The answer - the
Board of Trustees.
Another topic was the
implementation of the code,
brought up by the president-elect,
Bob DiFerdinando. According to
council members, the document
"leaves us hanging, on how to
implimentate." Throughout this
discussion, Council was reminded
that the N.S .A. code supercedes
all other codes including the
proposed code of conduct.
However, an interim code is now
in effect. One of the questions
was why we needed a code in the
fust place - Ken Wilson informed
the body that in September '60,
(Continued on Page 2)

by Dianne Armenio
Azelas, evergreens, forsythias,
myrtles, willows. Look around
outside. Notice anything _new on
campus? Sunday, March 28th
approximately 25 participants did
their part in beautifying Newark
State College. The observation of
NSC annual Johnny Appleseed
Day was marked by the planting
of flowers, shrubs, and trees
around campus and by a general
clean-up of the campus grounds.
The 2nd John11.y Appleseed
Day activities were planned by the
Presi dential Committee of
Concern for the Environment.
Robert Friedman, student
chairman and Benton Cummings,
faculty advisor, organized the
day's activities. Three other
faculty members, Mrs. Frank
Kelland of the Social Studies
department, Dr. George Hennings
of the Biology department and
Dr. Dorothy Hennings of the

English department were also in
attendance.
Bob Friedman obtained the
foliage from nearby nurseries
some of which were donated to
the college. Funds for the
purchasing of the plants were
procured from Student
Organization. The committee
designed to plant 150 forsythias
adjacent to Morris Avenue , 20
willows along Trotter's Brook (the
little stream between Willis Hall
and Bruce Hall), spruces by
D' Angola Gym and beyond
Downs Hall and 12 flowering
crab-apple trees in the
parking-court-green of the
Campus School Complex. Also ,
rose bushes and myrtle trees were
sowed in the gardens in front of
Willis Hall. Twenty cuttings of
Navaho Willow, a new strain of
the willow tree, were sent up from
the SQUARE B ranch in
Farmington, New Mexico for

Senate Considers
Clep Revisions
By Dianne Arminio

usage on Johnny Appleseed Day. ·
And Japanese pines were planted
in front of the library.
A total of 200 shrubs and trees
were obtained by the committee,
all of which Mr. Cummings
explained were not planted March
28. A second day for planting
frost susceptible plants will be on
Arbor Day, April 29.
Johnny Appleseed Day was a
success. The purpose for the day
was achieved - that is, natural
beauty was added to our
otherwise cold, concrete campus.
The people who turned out for
the day are to be thanked for
their attempt at beautifying our
campus.

April 14th
War Day!
April I 4th is Wa~ Day - what
hopefully will be New Jersey's
largest demonstration of
o p position to the war in
Southeast Asia and the domestic
war against the American people.
Plans are being developed to
bring the anti-war movement into

the business heart of Newark as a
Newark State College's Faculty
visible show of the numbers of
Senate will be considering this
afternoon a proposed revision of
people who object , to this
the existing college policy on the
government conduct and who
Co llege Lev el Examination
demand an end to all forms of
Program. CLEP. Edwin Williams,
politic a I and econom ic
I of the Education department,
oppression.
working within the Academic
The actions are being
Standards Committee, has revised
coordinated by the Newark
the College's policy to enable
Anti-War Coalition and have been
students to receive college credit
endorsed by North Jersey SMC
in general education areas.
and New Jersey SANE. The War
, Presently, students can receive
Dean WiU iams
credit in twenty-one specific
Day activities in Newark are being
insufficent amount of educational devoloped as part of a major
areas.
Williams' revised policy would credit. The CLEP exams will Spring thrus t beginning in
enable students "who have enable these persons with the Trenton, April 24th and May 5th,
reached the level of education of a experience · and knowledge with demonstrations on May 5th
first semester college sophomore required to shorten the normal in Paterson and other cities.
in non-traditional ways to obtain four year college program.
Granting of credit however,
Organizers of War Day are
college credit in any one or all of
the major fields of would be subject to "satisfactory calling for a one-day shutdown of
Knowledge ... . " The new completion" of the CLEP General colleges to focus attention on the
document suggests granting of Examinations. Mr . Williams states largest and most blighted
credit , up to a toal of 30 semester c l a r i f i e d ''sat is factory city as an object of protest against
hours in the following five areas: completion" by explaining ''In war spending and the disregard of
English Composition, -Humanities, order to receive credit the human needs. The single demand
Mathematics, Natural Sciences, students taking the exam need to of the day will be to STOP THE
and Social Sciences. That is, a score at or above the 25th WAR and to stop the ways in
which peoples' lives are
student could recieve a maximum percentileoneachexam".
"The exams, " Williams controlled. Actions are planned to
of 6 credits in each of the five
areas towards credit requirements. continued," are offered to those continue all day, with the object
Williams contends that the people (day or evening students or · being to flood the downtown area
granting of credit for experience those seeking admission to the of Newark -with demonstrators.
outside of the classroom will day or evening sessions) who have There will be· .a kick-off march
move NSC closer towards an obtained an education outside of beginning on t6e: Rutgers-Newark
"open college". He said, "we must the classroom, through . campus at 11 : ~ a.m. , with a
recognize that formal courses are correspondence studies, on the Main Rally scheduled for 12 :00
not the only _way to acquire an , job training or travel. This exam is noon in Newark's Military Park.
education. This revised policy will . a means of evaluating their Dave Dellinger and several others
benefit in ore mature and achievement and earning college have been contacted to speak.
PlaJJS then call for a march on the
experiences people. We will be credit for it."
As it is now NSC students can Prudential Plaza, the main office
certifying for job and
experience."
: receive a maximum of 16 semester . of that corporation, to confront
In b usiness today certain hours of credit towards a degree the people who really run New
people may be disqualified for by examination under CLEP. The Jersey with specific demands for
(Continued on Page 11)
. money for 1:ommunity pi;ojects. _
adva_ncement because of
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Appleseed Day-You Missed It
by Carol M cl aughlin
and die. Sooo. The "Art Dept ."
After Johnny Appleseed Day, I t ries to foul everybody by
must throw some nasty barbs or throwing their garbage in the
I'll jump off the bridge, hit my stream and calling it art.
head on some rocks or whatever is
Number 1: we all know it's
down there, swallow some water

Som ething
Positive
by Joh n F. Beekman, Sr.

Fatima is a camp for retarded
children. It has two sessions, one
runs from June 19th to June 26th
and the other from August 2 1st to ·•
August 28th. Both camp sessions
are being held in Ringwood , New
Jersey. Fatima is a non-profit,
nonsectarian organization. The
c ounselo rs, kitc hen crew
infirmary staff, and administrativ~
staff all volunteer their seIVices.
One of the greatest aspects of the
camp is the fact that the campers
are not billed, they attend for
free .

garbage, and number 2: whatever
happened to a main aim of art :
creating order out of disorder?
That's a challenge Art Dept. Are
you listening?
Another boon to water

pollution are slobs like a girl I
happened to see throw a piece of
paper into the stream crossing
over from Willis. I called her what
I thought of her, "a dirty slut,"
under my breath of course. I

Presidential Committee
Investigates Name Change

By Kathy Gaynor
P resident Nathan Weiss gave
On March 16, 1971, at the reasons why this investigation is
Faculty Senate Meeting a motion taking place. Dr. Luscombe said
was passed "to c reate a that the Newark State College
P re side n ti a 1 co mm ittee campus was moved to its present
representing all elements of the location in March 17 , 1958. Since
co lle ge community including the college is no longer connected
Alumni and representatives of with the city of Newark directly ,
Union, Elizabeth, Newark , and the name is misleading. Also,
Hillside to investigate the other state colleges are changing
desirability of changing the name or considering changing their
of t h e college." Doctor ·names. Paterson State College is
Luscombe, Chairman of Faculty now William Paterson College and
Senate said t hat this is only an Jersey City State College is
investigation and no definite plans considering a new name. President
Fati ma i s dependent on
donations by outside sources. This have been made to change the · thinks that Newark State college
is why we are asking for your name. However , both he and is still identified as a small
help. Camp Fatima is looking for
int erested fraternities , sororities,
organizations , clubs , and
individual people to help sponsor
drives for the camp. We need
money, canned foods, soda,
c ereal, toys, arts and craft
Last week four student desiring to pay a final tribute to
supplies, and your help!!
representatives from Newark State Mr. Young.
Miss Carter felt that having
Anyone interested in helping attended fu neral seIVices fo r Black
Newark State stud ents present at
leader
Whitney
Young.
Marilyn
c ontact John Beekman at
the seIVices would help to show
232-1353 (after 9:30 p.m.), Carol Ca rt e r , chairman of foreign
an awareness of the contributions
student
committee;
Marion
Gillis,
Rahner 992-3 178, or Janice Luzzi
which Whitney Young made to e
667-6114 , or mailbox number C.B.A . president;Monty Cosby , the country and to the Black
president of Groove Phi Groovr,
569.
and Herb Yardley , chairman of Community.
the Human Relations Committee
In lieu of flowers, Student
of College Center Board attended
the services at the Riversid e Organization will send a check fo r
E di tor ' s No t e : The article Chapel in Harlem, along with Mrs. $ 100 to the Union County League
"Tenure Sought for Professor J an Ja ck so n , NSC student as an additional memorial to Mr.
Reardon" which appeared in last Activities Advisor and numerous Young with hopes of educating all
week ' s INDEPENDENT, was state and community leaders- all concerning the urb an community.
r ep ri nt ed from the Evening
S t ud e n t Body newspaper
YELLER at the request of the
Evening Student Council. A
by li n e t o t h is effect was
inadvertently omitted fr om the
article.
socially accepted to the program.
By L. Yager
On Mondays from 9 :00 a.m. to There has been much crying from
the students and some restraining
230 p.m., a class is held in room
104 of the campus school. This has been used when seizures of
class is held to benefit children self-abuse broke out. None of the
from the community who are children have speech and the
unable to fit in the public school special ed majors are trying
Sophomore Se mi-Formal
system. They might be non-toilet language development.
The only teachers involved is
Class of 1973
trained , Mongalous, or
self-abusive. The Monday program Mrs. Elaine Fisher who acts as
Wally's On The Hill
(formerly calle~ the Woodbridge advisor. There has been nothing
program) presently works with but positive results in the program
Watchung, N.J.
five children. The reason the and complete satisfaction f~om
program pas not expanded is the the parents.
Price: $11.00 per couple
special ed majors face a lack of THE EVALUATION CLINIC
Time: 8:00 ti/11:00
facilities. The method applied is
Participants in this clinic are
socially oriented. The children are recommended by the school
Cocktail Hour:
districts. Tests are held such as
8:00 ti/19:00
v1s1on, hearing, etc .. by
psychologists, odiologists, nurses
Food Served at 9:00
and other professionals while
representatives from the school
Bar Closed From
FOREIGN STUDENT
districts sit in. The purpose is to
9 :00 till 10:00
come up with a prognosis to
COFFEE HOUR
what' s wrong with the children.
Bar Reopens 10:00
April 20, Tuesday
The evaluation is done at the
Free-Hour
"staffings," which are held twice a
Date: Friday Night,
Alumni Lounge
week , where recommendations are
April 30, 1971
Any ·- Interested Students and made of what could be done to
Faculty May Attend.
benefit the children.

Students Attend
Young Services

Notice

Program Aids
Children

Newark State
College

Notice

teachers college and people
coming to the school for the first
time often end up lost in Newark.
P resident Weiss stressed that
Newark State has a new image and
a name change would be symbolic
o f thi s. Its new image is
" dyn amism " a nd "change."
Newark State College is an
multi-purpose , libe ral ar ts
institution with great aspirations.
The search looking into the
feasibility of changing the name
of the college is not an attempt to
avoid the responsibilities t o the
cities but, as President Weiss said
'~it is no fact a response to all of
the cities in New Jersey since it is
a state college."

More
Election
Results

would have said it outloud but the
boy she was with would have hit
me. I'm stupid but not entirely
that fa r gon e
al most.
Remember gang, the stream isn't a
garbage can.
Some more help was provided
when another girl threw out a pile
of garbage going out of the
parking lot Friday. That's right ,
keep your car neat and clean and
throw your shit all over.
But that's ok, with two troops
of Hillside girlscouts and a
generous guess of 35 NSC kids, we
planted a lot of trees forsythias
along the fence, many shrubs and
assorted trees. The most definite
improvement is Willis where lots
of myrtle, a vine, that will grow
providing you don't run a dance
in there, 6 shrubs in boxes, a rose
bush and about 10 bushes and
trees (a few willows in the bunch)
in front of the building. A lot of
trees, mostly crabapple were
planted by the gym.
So we hoed, raked, planted,
trees dredged the stream, (no easy
job), bore holes, got sunburned. I
did and carted tons of garbage or
maybe it just felt like it. So we
had an exhausting day, ate like
horses, and had a good time. But
of course the ones who had the
best time were two dogs : Mr.
Cumming's Lenning and my dog
Taffy. They ran around like nuts
j
'
mooched food , and swam in the
stream. Poor dogs they don't
know it's polluted.
So you missed Johnny
Appleseed Day huh? Too bad but
you needn't miss Arbor Day,
April 29, when we plan to plant

On Thursday, March 25th, the flowers, grass and more trees. lt's
Freshman and Junior classes held a Thursday so you don't even
elections for next year's officers. have to make a special trip.
The results are as follows:
JUN IOR

Code

Presid ent
(Continued from Page 1)
Alan McGarry .. .. .. ... 103 *
the Board of Higher Education
Daniel Pocus . . .. ...... . . ,62
sent a letter recommending we
James Mason , . ... ... .. . .. 58
draw up a code of behavior and
write in: P. Mooney . . . .... . 1
then in September '70, a second
Vice-President
letter was received holding all
Mark Russell . .. . . .. .. . . .86 *
New J er sey St a t e Colleges
Beth Elberger ..... .. ... . .72
responsible fo r having a code.
Jerry Baron . . ... . ... .. . . .60
It was decided that council
Recording Secretary
Bernadette Schier . . . .. . 178 * fo rm a committee to draw up a
new and relevent policy. Dr.
Corresponding Secretary
Luscombe
then spoke, that he
Fran Holck ... .. . . .... 168 *
would recommend 2 fac ulty
write ins:
Elaine Weinberg . . .. . .. ... 1 memb e rs t o work on the
Bernadette Schierer . . . . . .. 1 committee. A series of motions
followed : the Student Council
Treasurer
Larry Wlazlo . . .. . .. . . .. 75 * would recommend then demand
Jill Gaynor . . ... . . ... .. ..74 that the students by governed by
Dolores Clementi ..... . . . .64 the N.S.A . code and that we no
longer recognize the interim
write in:
R. Mooney .. ... . . . .. . . . . 1 policy - a friendly ammendment
FRESHMAN
to this motion was that a Supreme
Court be set up, with five students
President
Ed Mulkeen ..... .. .. .. . 78 * to act as interpreters of the code.
Joe Butler .......... . . . . .47 The faculty will still remain under
Steve Lindner . .. .... . . .. .32 rule by the current interim code,
however. A roll call vote followed
Vice-President
Kathi Brown . . . .. .. . ... 94 * and this motion passed 26-7 -1 .
Bobbi Kinler . .. ... . . . . .. .53
~ .xt on the agenda was Don
Merc~_and his presentation of the
write in:
Lou Weinstein . .. .. . . . ...2 prop~d new student union
building. Discussed were the cost,
Recording Secretary
Maria Parisi .. . . . ... .. . 125 * design , practicality and necessity ..
Full details will be found in next
Corresponding Secretary
Lynn Yahr . .. . ... .. . . .. . .6 week's INDEPENDENT. The
council will vote on proceedures
write in;
Michele Cors . .. ... .. . . . . 1 concerning this student union
complex at the next meeting. The
Treasurer
Amie Lustig ...... .... 119 * meeting was then adjourned with
I am not aware of the outcome the next session set for April 23.
of the sophomore class election. All are welcomed to attend .

, ., ,
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Campus "Slum"
Conditions Cited
A group of concerned students
from the Art classes of Mr. Carl
Burger met with President Weiss
and Mr. Hill, the college architect,
last F riday to discuss the
deplorable conditions at N.S.C.
Tired of such conditions as a
filthy stream, littered campus, and
slummy student center, the group
wants to bring about
co-ordination and co-operation
between faculty and students for
campus improvements.
0

A study was Ihady by members
of the committee of different
areas of campus such as the
T .P.A., Willis Hall, Bruce and
Townsend. The findings were
presented to Dr. Weiss along with
slides of actual destruction and

ATTENTION

Anyone

wishing

to

contribute to •the 1972
Memorabilia as a staff ·
member please fill out
application

blanks

avai lable in the yearbook
office or contact us via
M.B. No. 7.

ecologically unacceptable
conditions.
The committee made its
position clear that it was not
blaming anyone in specific for the
problems on campus, and that it
was an all-college problem.
Also present was Student Org.
President-Elect Bob DiFerdinando
who offered his help and that of
Student Org. to help alleviate
campus destruction and
deterioration.
After the committee presented
its findings, along with a survey
made of a cross-section of
students on the subject of campus
destruction, Pres. Weiss said that
he was aware of these conditions
and that something had to be
done. The Student Center

Friends of Welfare Rights, and the

Term Papers
Unlimited
2 Sylvan Street
Rutherford, New Jersey
933-6117

Professionally researched,
written, and typed term
papers.
"We give results."

building received quite a bit of
discussion, · and among other
things, the word "slum" was used
to describe it. The committee is
very concerned with this building
as it is the main hangout for
students. The answer to the
problem of destruction lies in
mutual co-operation by students
and faculty in an all-out effort to
do something.
The committee will continue
to work with Pres. Weiss and Mr.
Hill to try and see that the
necessary improvements will be
made. In order for these to be
effective, all students and faculty
must be willing to co-operate in
making N.S.C. a more attractive
and cleaner campus.

Welfare Rights
Supported
A coalition to support the New
Jersey Welfare Rights
Organization in its opposition to
the governor's proposed welfare
cuts and to fight against hunger,
war and repression in this state
and this country has recently
formed. Members of the coalition
are N .J.W.R.O., New Jersey
S.A.N.E., Community Peace
Centers throughout the state,
Farmworkers.

. \,.· Page 1hree
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County alone, 70% of the Aid to
Dependent Children families
would be unable to pay their rent
if the governor's flat rent
proposal($97 is the state average
for a family of 4) is passed by the
legislature. 10,000 families would
need $ JO - $30 per month
additional to pay their rent. 6,000
families would need $30 - $100
to supplement their rent. The
state average rent is $15 less than

Freaks At
''New-ark'' State
By Vito Giacalone

Freaks, geeks, old ladies,
children, swans, gorillas, a cat tap
dancers, a big black apple,
grotesque, beautifuls, a mammy, a
fat man, a skinny one, an angel,
and byrds, byrds, byrds all were
on stage last Friday in Robert
Wilson's production of "NEW
ARK" at Newark State College. In
attendance the minuscule
audience responded in a terribly
vocal and participant manner. It
included a few silly, self-conscious
females and a few hostile males
demanding to know what it is all
about? Neither of the two groups
were more than distracting
(though sad since the males were
thrown out before they got an
answer). What was really bad was
the audience turnout. I suppose
apathy truly is our enemy.
Because at Newark State we few
in attendance witnessed the most
important event in today's theatre
and probably one of the most
historic events in Newark State's
history. Robert Wilson is indeed
an extraordinary artist not to be
taken lightly. Notice I said artist.
For surely Mr. Wilson has broken
down the worn out categories of
art. He is all of these. When most
critics say he is an original and
that they've never seen anything
like . it before that means
something. Critics see everything.
But I haven't said what Robert

Music
Coming

Of· Radio ·
The People
.Of WNSC
Free-Row Radio
Announce Tbe
Rebirth Of
Radio
Newark State

of the faculty and administrators

who missed it, of your life.
To think it was right here at
The organizations belonging to
your convenience and free at that.
the coalition are now mobilizing
I must commend Katherine
The NSC Music Department
their members to fight against the
Meade who organized the
will present a Faculty Chamber
welfare cutbacks. In support of
arrangements for bringing the
Ensembles Concert on
Welfare Rights, the coalition will
troupe to Newark State, and the
Wednesday, April 7 at 8:30 p.m.
mount a campaign against the use
many people who contributed to
in the Theater for the Performing
of welfare recipients as scapegoats
it. Robert Wilson is too good to
Arts on the Union campus.
to pay for an unwanted war in
be understood or . appreciated.
The program will open with
·Maybe he's too good to be true.
South East Asia, President
Prokofiev's Overture on Hebrew
Nixon's inflationary policies and
Maybe he isn't even there.
Themes, opus 34, played by a
New Jersey's financial problems.
Whatever we paid for Wilson he's
string quartet, composed of
The proposed cut back in the rent
not only worth it, but you can't
Professors Wilson Hoyle - 'cello,
allowances will affect great
put a price on something like that.
Max Serbin - viola, Gerald Matte
numbers of welfare families across
What a shame!
- violin and Dr. Louis Huber the state, and particularly those
On two accounts Wilson has
violin, augmented by Professors
living in urban areas. In Essex
priced himself right into the elite
Lowell Zimmer - clarinet and
The state budget cannot be Herbert Golub - piano. The same market probably because he's
balanced on the backs of poor and ensemble, minus clarinet , will more comfortable there. His work
low-income people. Actions accompany Professor Annajean may not be viable in the avant
. planned by the coalition to Brown, mezzo-soprano, in a vocal garde market and Wilson may
protest the welfare cutbacks, selection of Chausson's Chanson destroy hin)self. Everyone . needs
. Robert Wilson , particularly
include a march to the governor's Perpetuelle.
The Newark State College residence, Morven, in Princeton.
Professor William Feldman will Newark State. Mr. Wilson needs
Cooperative at its meeting on The march to be held April 3,
all kinds of people, that is, for his
Tuesday, March 23, 1971 1971, is part of the national render a piano solo of Chopin's productions. But to break down
allocated funds for the spring offensive against Hungar, Great Fantasy on Polish Airs, the barrier between audience and
improvement of the Snackbar. War and Repression. As a living opus l 3. His accompanists will be actors is really not his bag as in
The $60,000 donation to the memorial to Dr. Martin Luther the string quartet plus Professors the Living Theatre. H~~ "Joo
College will finance the King and .i in commemorating his Irwin Grace - flute, Lowell structured for that. So :Wilson
renovation planned by a College death, the march will stress what Zimmer - clarinet, Walter Price - does need an audience and he
Center Board Committee chaired Dr. King stood for - ending the French horn and Howard should try to reach them both
bassoon. The
by Ron Kish. New drapes; new war and bringing the monies spent Toplansky
economically and aesthetically.
Performing
Arts
Trio
(Professors
chairs and tables, dividers, and on the war home for human
The ae~!}letic problem doesn't
Golub, Hoyle and Dr. Huber) will
decorative motifs are included in needs.
mean a ~ ·owpromise, but simply
conclude the program with
the plan which is aimed at
the recognition of an audience
Schubert's Trio in B-flat maj or,
upgrading the quality of life on
Dr. King said: don't mourn,
and possibly an audience who is
campus. It is hoped that organize. N.J.W.R.O., New Jersey opus 99.
puzzled, frustrated, and angry. An
purchasing and redecorating will Friends of Welfare Rights, Nav
angry audience detracts from the
be accomplished by September.
Jersey S.A.N.E., the Community
· mood of Wilson's productions.
I
The members or the Peace Centers throughout the
The avant garde will soon tire and
Cooperative are: Ron Franklin, state and the Farmworkers have
look for the next fashionable
Alex Grossi, Dave Lichtenstein, come together to organize against
· thing to attend.
Mr. Edward Callaghan, Dr. the repressive welfare system and
In any event (event), we had
Herbert Samenfeld, and Mr. for an adequate income for all
our shinning hour and muffed it.
Joseph Vitale.
'Americans.
. . Isn't it so like Newark State?
the average rent in Essex County.
In Newark alone, the average rent
for a family of 4 is $126, $29
above the proposed rent level.
Families will be forced to take
money out of their food budget
for rent, only to cause more
malnourishment and a greater
health crisis than already exists in
the state. In Newark , while there
is a 1% vacancy rate, 4 out of 5
landlords contacted, who rent to
welfare recipients, said they
would NOT adjust rents and
would evict. Welfare families will
have the choice of going hungry
or without ~ousing.

Snack Bar
The
Funded
Rennaissance

wmingSoon!

Wilson is all about. I haven't
·because I can't. He eludes
explication . He is about
everything. Not the narrative · the story you are used to, but in
frozen, abstract images, and in
misty oriental ambiances, he
brings to you the memories of .
things come and gone, as his
people come then disappear and
you wonder where they've gone
and how come you missed them.
If there is a story, it is a story
about movement and movement is
time and time is space. And
you're spaced out. Wilson
explodes your consciousness and
suddenly (though slowly) you see
every th ing differently. Every
movement his people make are
now profoundly meaningful,
every gesture has significance. The
world is not the same anymore.
Wils on has destroyed your
illusions and the freaks on stage
are the same freaks in the
audience. We are all one. With the
concentration on movement,
rhythm, and composition,
conceptually drawn, you conjure
up images of Seurat. And the
moment becomes universal in it's
frozen imagery. To those who
asked what it's all about - that's
it man. Simple but profound.
I haven't had a more
meaningful visual experience in
years in the theater. To those
students who missed it, you
probably missed the most
important visual experience you'll
have in a Jong time. And to most

Dri,,e
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Sound And Fury

EDITORIAL

thanks

Justice?
This past week, the world witnessed one
of the greatest miscarriages of justice of our
time. The recent verdict of "guilty" against
Lt. William Calley was, in our opinion, a vain

attempt to placate an anti-war segment of
our population by placing the burden of war
atrocities on one man, on one scapegoat.
If the courts really think Calley to be
guilty of premeditated murder, then why
not arrest all men on combat duty in Viet ·
Nam?

After

they're

convicted

the

government could round up all the veterans
from Korea and World War II ... and how
about the pilot who dropped the bomb on
Hiroshima?
It is our belief that the institution of war
itself is criminal, not the men who are
thrown into it. We urge our readers who
agree with us to write their congressmen and
senators in an effort to grind the wheels of
current "justice" to a halt .

To the Editor:
S.C.A.T .E. would like to thank
the student body of Newark State
for contributing to the arts and
crafts supply drive. Due to your
generosity the drive was a success.
However, there is never enough
supplies when working with needy
children. If you have any arts or
crafts, please bring them to the
S.C.A.T .E. office. Thanks again
for letting us know that you care.
S.C.A.T.E. Staff

WNSC
•
t:nes

To the Editor:
Thanks once again to everyone
who came to radio tryouts. We
appreciate having everyone come
out.
Thank you,
Herb Gerstenfeld
. Chairman WNSC

to park
To the Editor:
I would like to thank the
Parking Comm., Security, and
Student Org. for the great help
given to our radio station. They
seem to feel it more important to
allow the cars of Student Org.
people then those of the radio
station, with a few hundred
dollars and a few hundred pounds
of equipment, to park in the area
of the Student Center.

You may have wondered why
all the delays with W.N.S.C. Now
you know just one of them.
Norm Novick W.N.s.c:

Guest Editorial
The term "campus freak" was coined by
my - students
attempting

to

April I, 1971 ' · - '

during
define

a

class
the

session

kinds

of

personalities which vandalize our campus.
No mention was ever made of these
creatures' dress, mode of hair style or
political persuasion - these points have been
injected by your editorial; undoubtedly to
discredit this observer or to obfuscate the
valid issues raised.
I challenge anyone to interview any one
of my students to find out if I have
.attempted to "polarize."
My motives are simply those of a citizen
of this college community who is finally
tired of seeing a "smalJ" group of individuals
slowly erode what is left of this campus.
Let's get on with the task at hand!
W. Carl Burger, Associate Professor
Fine Arts Department

Conte,np.
Poetry
To the Editor:
I'm a frustrated bitch in this class
Because of you, what'syour-name,
With your shiny ball head and
your piano-teacher voice You
little dullard, you.
So far I hate D. H. Lawrence
because of you,
You managed almost to spoil
Ralph Ellison - James Agee next?
Because this class sucks
And you suck
All the joy out of contemporary
lit
(oh, no, "They should call it
Mo-dern lit ...")
You little fetishist man you fool.
This is not meant personally, but
- GOD - you can't be as
insensitive as you seem.
Do your job, don't be a desky
little dead man anymore.
As a teacher you have FAILED
NO CREDIT
0.0 pts. toward cum.

Health

its services. Among those provided
are psychiatric counseling, medical
treatment, abortion referral, free
health literature and convalescent
aids, etc. In addition, certified
doctors and nurses are available.
The College Health Service is open
from 8 AM. to 10:30 PM
Monday through Friday. We have
been appointed by Student
Council as an advisory board to
College Health Service personnel.
We would welcome any
newcomers who · are interested in
joining us. If interested, please
contact Mrs. Pedersen in the
College Health Service.
Respectfully,
Linda Paterek '72
Rosemary Coppola '7 4

Mud -Slung
To the Editor;
I have just finished reading two
letters presented to me by two
students. The first one handed me
was signed by Marc Sonethal and
Jay Papanestor. It
condemned
Steve Lindner as a candidate for
. Sophomore class Pres. Next was
received a letter addressed to all
. N. S. C. students and signed by
Steve Lindner. It condemned Marc
and various other people. In both
letters physical violence and
underhanded dealing were
mentioned. I do not feel politics
involves such serious mudslinging.
If two people in a relatively
unimportant situation can act like
this what more can we expect
from our representatives in State
and Federal Governments.
Thank You

who voted for and helped me in
this past election. It was
successful for one reason - YOU!
Though there were no campaign
speeches or promises, I will do all
that's possible to make our class
one of the best. If at any time
during the corning year you have
ideas on suggestions, please bring
them to me for they will be
greatly appreciated. Again I say
THANK YOU ...
Sincerely,
Bill Bruno
To The Editor:
I would like to thank all of the
people who voted for me in the
Vice-Presidential election for the
class of '72. I have confidence in .
those elected to the executive
board and will help them in any
way I can help to better the class.
Once again, thanks for your
support and I hope you will
support me in my bid for a seat
on council in the primary election
on April 1, 1971.
Thank you ,
Jerry Barron

Council
Support
0 'Donnell-Yardley
To the Editor:
With Council elections
approaching, it is imperative that
you elect those representatives
who will continue to represent the
student body in a progressive,
forward manner. Two young men

Michael Bates who have always exhibited such
Class of '74 outstanding are Thomas
O'Donnell and Herb Yardley.
They are candidates in the class of
1972.
Dear Class of'73,
Mr. O'Donnell has done a great
Thank you for your support
and confidence in the class job as Student Ombudsman, (a
election. I will do my best to serve liason between activities in the
Dean's office and Student
you during our junior year.
Sincerely yours, Organization), while Mr. Yardley
Steve Band has effectively operated as V.P. of
President-Elect his· class and as a member of the
Class of'73 College Center Board.
Experience, ingenuity, and
realism, are the makings of a good
Fellow Sophmores;
· I would like to extend a most council member. For these
sincere thank - you to all those
(Continued on Page 8)

Thank You's
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WE

BY LUIS SANCHEZ
WE; five on-lookers ·at a Soccer
This commentary, match are not WE. ·
independently presented, is an
We are responsible for the
indirect appeal to any and all situation that exists on this
responsible members of the campus. The administration and
college community.
its overlords take our disinterest
· IFSC athletics on this campus, and unconcern to mean consent
while popular with a selected few, and agreement with their policies.
have contributed nothing toward We do not react to these matters
enhancement of the name and because we feel they are not
image of NSC. In this respect, · within our interests. Directly,
IFSC seems more willing to some of these issues are not; but
receive the school's services, but · indirectly, when the higher
unwilling to lend its support when . echelons study attendances at all
needed or requested.
relevant school functions they
IFSC athletics are needed in interpret it as "the majority of the
every phase of sports events at college population is indifferent;
NSC. It possesses a tremendous therefore , we recommend no
amount of talent. Such talent has action on academic and athletic
the potential to rank NSC among financial requests."
the other big-name colleges in the
The remedy for the situation is
state. But IFSC has denied its quite clear. We must make time
gifted members to participate.
on our already-crowded schedule.
This reservoir of physical We must participate. The few who
ability deserves wide and official do partake of this life deserve the
re cognition. Consequently, admiration and recognition they
however, it exists in total isolation receive. If NSC has any pride left,
- within a sphere of petty it is reflected in these dedicated
interests and insignificant individuals.
idiosyncracies characteristic of the
Committment is limited.
organization. Its athletic goals are Involvement is hidden.
diminutive in importance and
What the hell's the sense of
meaningless in concept. The being here, if we don't enjoy the
results of such a childish attitude fun and excitement offered to us
are (l) a move toward disunion now? These moments are but
within its ranks; (2) malcontent passing glances in our lives. We do
and jealousy; and(3) a stand near ourselves a good turn by sharing
the edge of physical hatred .
them. ·The pride lost can be
Competitiveness seems to regained.
breed apathy. IFSC has a false
We let ourselves down. We
sense of competition. The waste our lives. We owe ourselves
members of this community are the chance to scream and yell at
not apathetic. They are too fast and exciting games. We owe
involved, too well committed 'to ourselves a relaxing evening at a .
their own self-interests; with the . Concert Hall. We owe ourselves a
exception of those who are literary trip. We owe ourselves an
interested in others.
hour or so's entertainment at a
IFSC can rescue the situation. movie (with buttered popcorn).
It is a known fact, some NSC We owe ourselves a lecturer's
sports events experience some glimpses of life outside our own.
humiliation and embarrassment , We owe ourselves a song. We owe
(with football being the ourselves a debt we'll never pay,
exception).
but we should, at least, start with
a down payment now.
Why is this so? Who is
We should not forget who and
responsible? Is there a remedy?
what we are - where we've been
The answer to all three - where we're bound - where we
questions is a big WE.
are.
There is so much we can and
The situation is so because we must do ; yet, little time in which
don't really care . Ten spectators to do it.
(which-is quite a few) at a baseball
Human nature is so disgusting,
game is not WE; one-hundred fans at times, for these words - like so
at a basketball game is not WE; many before them - will not be
two-hundred followers at a seen nor heard nor touched.
football game is not WE; the seven Blessed are the Lovers of Life, for
intramural basketball teams is not they alone deserve it.
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Cactus is back! Yes, Cactus the like an album
' for her birthday, try the main riff from "Born Under A
rock group that sounds as if all getting her either Joe South' s SO pad Sign" ... with strings yet!
members have all died years ago THE SEEDS ARE GROWING
All in all, LIZARD represents
· and are performing only because (Capitol st-637) or Bob Morrison's sort of pop muzak , an amiable
of nervous twitches. Cactus is FRIENDS OF MINE {Ibid diversion.
back! Yes, Cactus . . . the rock st-743). Both of these Capitol"
* * *
group whose first alb um offerings are very slickly
CAPSULE REVIEW OF
spotlighted a penis shaped cluster packaged.
· DAVID CROSBY'S NEW ·
of cactus .naked against a fiery red
ALBUM: zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
orb of light. CACTUS IS BACK!!!
South's album is the gutsier of zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
Listen to them on their new the two, . offering some sharp . zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
alb um ONE WAY . . . OR guitar work in a selection of very
REVIEW PROPER: Crosby's
ANOTHER (ATCO 33-356).Hear top fourty arrangements.
first
solo on Atlantic (sd 7203)
Cactus the poets in ''B ig Mama Morrison tends to go for the
Boogie-Parts I & II" : "Yeah, I like. sentimental side of things, again in comes very close to being a
to rock and I like to roll. Most of an extremely commercial way. crashing bore. Songwriter Crosby
all darlin I like to ball. Boogie Besides being a songwriter, he is has managed to come up with an
feels good and good in my heart. . also a record producer which may insipidly arranged score of really
Makes me so good I don't think explain the tightness of his initial banal compositions, with the
exceptions being "Music Is Loye"
I'll stop."
album. Both albums are strictly and "Laughing," which could
Marvel at the romanticism of AM-radio deals, but your sister
Cactus in · "Rock and Roll might like it . . . maybe even probably hold their own on a
CSN&Y album.
Children."
"Take my hand, mom.
there's a long night ahead and I
* * *
Crosby sorely lacks proper
want you so badly !yin bare in my
King Crimson has been through judgement -on what constitutes
bed. Oh, I know there's a place to a lot of drastic changes of late, so musical excessiveness. His
roll. It's a place to go and I need it's bound to show in their music.
"Cowboy Movie" is just plain
you so, be my ball."
Reduced to a mere shadow of · tripe ... and eight minutes of it,
Be incensed with Cactus in fits thel· r former selves, the
at that. "Tamalpais High" and
of social outrage in "Home Town Crimsonites have produced a new · "Song
With No Words" feature
Bust:" ''But they only gave to effort, ·en titled LIZARD the overly lush harmonies that
those who needed some fantasy {ATLANTIC sd 82?8).
sometime get in the way of
against the real. Now all my
CSN&
Y. I swear, some of this gets
friends are getting locked up . How
While not up to their old stuff, awfully close to the pseudo-jazz
do you think that makes me and suffering in comparison with
vocals of the Modernaires of years
feel?" Bad acid, man.
McDonald and Giles, Crimson is
Rock and roll fans, listen to still producing some pleasant ago. Whew!
Cactus slow down Little Richard's sounqs. The group has lost alot of
The rest of the album
vibrant "Long Tall Sally" to a its punch, however, and what is
constitutes a real physical threat
standstill: "Wayul I saw uncle left is, for the most part, musical
to anyone who is driving while
John... THUD... with bald fluff. The initial song on the listening,
it's instant z:z.zzzzzzzz
headed Sally ... THUD .. . " ad album, "Cirkus" stands out in my
time.
infinitum.
mind for it's rather bizarre
Another album by a fine group instrumentation (the mellotron
The album ends with the best
of truly tasteful and sensitive surges are extremely unnerving) semi-religious yammering I've
musicians. ONE WAY ... OR and sharp lyrics. The rest of the heard since The Electric Prunes
ANOTHER is like having a choice side is palatable, as is side two's recorded a high mass a few years
between the gas chamber and the LIZARD extravaganza. The ago. The final cut is called "I'd
electric chair.
intrumentation on this one Swear There Was Somebody
regurgitates old memories of Here." It wasn't me, Dave; I was
* * *
If anyone's kid sister would "Slaughter on Tenth Avenue" and busy zzzzzzzzzzzzzzz.

Notices
"Come to me , all of you who
are tired from carrying your heavy
loads, anC: I will give you rest" Matt 11 :28
Come,
Celebrate Community
in the
Coffee House
Mass
every Wednesday during Lent
atll:00AM.
All are Welcome, to Come, to
Celebrate.

MUSIC FOR FREE
offered by the
FREE UNIVERSITY
ROCK * FOLK * BLUES
Thurs. 6:00
Hex Room
in the
Student Center

TOWNLEY80RTH ESSO
.
Eno
965-2050

353-9269
All M.-ior & Minor Repairs -

Road Service

10% Disc;ount on Repairs for NSC Students
560 NORTH AVE.
UNION; NEW JERSEY

GARRY NEWBORN
PROP.

ISclentlflc Computer Matching

!Meet Your ·Ideal Mate

All Ages - Entire U.S.A. - Est. 1966

"It really works," acclaim
thousands of our happily teamed
·couples
Send for FREE questionnaire

TEAM Project
1270 Broadway, NYC 10001
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In Pursuit of
Relevance

FACTS

FICTION
1. Marihuana is a
narcotic.

Marihuana is not a narcotic except by statute.
Narcotics are opium or its derivatives (like
heroin, and morphine) and some synthetic
chemicals with opium-like activity.
2 . Marihuana is Marihuana does not cause physical addiction,
addictive.
since tolerance to its effects, and symptoms on
sudden withdrawal do not occur. It can
produce habituation (psychological
dependence).
3. Marihuana causes Persons under the influence of marihuana tend
violence and crime. ' to be passive. Sometimes a crime is committed
by a person while under the influence of
marihuana. The personality of the user is as
important as the type of drug in determining
4. Marihuana leads whether chemical substances lead to criminal or
to increase in Sexual violent behavior.
activity.
Marihuana has no aphrodisiac property.
Instances of acute panic, depression, and
5. Marihuana is psychotic states are known, although they are
harmless.
infrequent. Certain kinds of individuals can also
6. Occasional use of become over-involved in marihuana use and
marihuana is less center their lives around it. We do ot know the
harmful than effects of long-term use.
occasional use of · We do not know. Research on the effects of
alcohol.
various amounts of each drug for various
7. Marihuana use periods is underway.
leads to heroin.
We know of nothing in the nature of marihuana
8.
Marihuana that predisposes to heroin abuse. It is estimated
enhances creativity. that less than 5% of chronic users of marihuana
9. More severe will progress to experiment with heroin.
penalties will solve Marihuana might bring fantasies of enhanced
the marihuana creativity but they are illusory, as are "instant
problem.
insights" reported by marihuana users.
10. It is safe to drive
Marihuana use has increased enormously in
while under the spite of severely punitive laws.
i n f I u enc e o f
Driving under the influence of any intoxicant is
hazardous.
marihuana.
PRINTED FROM: N.I.M.H. Material
· BY: Union County Narcotics Advisory Commission
300 North Avenue, East
Westfield, N.J. 07090

.
Lewis' Orchard Park Beauty Salon
1371 Styvesant Ave., Union

CLEANERS:

Tel: 686-2664

10%

by D. Letterese
A Morality Play in One Scene
If anyone shall say that
anything herein contained is
irrelevant, let him forever lose his
cuim-points ..
Scene: A tiny office. Doctor
Professor and Mr. Instructor are
sitting together. Mr. Instructor is
seeing visions and Doctor
Professor is dreaming dreams of
scholarly things. Enter Mrs.
Honor-Student Mature , an honor
student. ·
Mrs. M.: Oh, Doctor Professor do
you mind if I come in? Oh Mr.
Instructor! your bright orange
sweater, my eyes just can't take
such gouchey color combinations.
Dr. P.: Is there anything we can
do for you?
Mrs. M.: Oh yes, please, it is. You
see. Oh, now wait. How can I?.
YOU see. Well it is very
important.
Dr. P.: I see, but try to be a little
less specific and a bit more
general.
Mrs. M.: Well, you see, you know
that book report I just handed in,
the one about students who made
Dean's List at the University of
Salamanca in the 1720's. Well,
you know, I just don't know how.
You see, well, about half-way
through the paper on page 42, I
left out the last sentence at the
bottom of page 42 ; and well I was
wondering whether this would
hurt my grade.

Dr. P.: Do not worry. You won;t
get anything worse than a B plus
for such a relatively minor
oversight.
Mrs. M.: Oh thank you , Doctor
Professor. You don't know what a
load this has taken off my mind.
Mr. I.: Doctor Professor, I just
remembered, are we going to have
our relevancy tea-party this week?
Dr. P.: Yes, and I think we can
start a program to give more
meaning to history.
Mr. I.: Yes, like you were saying
before, if we can get people to see
that the past is not dead and
rotting and to no purpose
whatsoever; but a part of the
present. If it can be shown that
what Mark Twain said about war
60 years ago or Erasmus 500 years
ago still has a message for today,
then --Mrs. M.: Oh yes, Mr. Instructor, I
remember you talked for I 5
minutes on Mark Twain. It all
(Continued on Page 8)

(Discount prices -

FOREIGN INTEREST
Corps

and sweaters $.50)

500 Chestnut St., Union

Tel: 688-9715

10%
305 West St.George Ave., Linden Tel: 486-1347

10%
Hollywood Florist Inc.
1700 Styvesant Ave., Union

Tel: 688-1838

15%
465 N. Broad St., Elizabeth

T el: 351-8833

10%
PHARMACY'S:
Colonial Pharmacy
1448 Morris Ave., Union
Tel: 687-3100
(Inside purchase only)

10%·

127 Broad St., Elizabeth

Tel: 351-7700

10%
Kahn Jos. Jewelers
Tel: 352-7628

Tampin '-, Jewelers Store

CLOTHING STORES:
905 Elizabeth Ave., Linden

117 Broad St., Elizabeth

Tel: 289-7222

10%
Tel: 355-2231

Tel: 355-2231

20%
Koshern, Benjaman Paint Co.
231 Broad St., Elizabeth

Tel: 352-2773

10%-20%
J. and B. Grand Stores

10%

209-11 Third St., Elizabeth

Poppy
95 Broad St., Elizabeth

Tel: 353-5900

MISC. STORES:

Elizabeth Men's Shop
1173 Elizabeth Ave., Elizabeth

Tel: 353-4812

10%

1030 Styvesant Ave., Union

International House of Pancakes

.IEWELERS:
Howard Co. Jewe_lers

10%

Union Bootery

RESTAURANTS:

There is a lee for our services .

1Broad St., Elizabeth

5%

Addala 's Floral Garden

Suite 316 , 527 Lexi ngton Ave nue
New Yo rk, N . Y.

_New York, New York 10007
(212) 264-7123

NEWARK STATE
COLLEGE

150 Elmora Ave., Elizabeth

FLORISTS:

832-1044

CENTRAL ASSISTANCE RmRRAL pcHANGE

PEACE CORPS
90 Church Street

The Dress Rack

(Cash and Carry)

For an appo intment , ca// :

collect:

Ashleys'

One Hour Martinizing

who

(212 )

Tel: 687-2105

10%

Representatives

were on campus earlier this
year, please write, visit or call

STUDENT DISCOUNT
PROGRAMS

suit $1.00, trousers, skirts

U nwa nted pregna ncy is a lonely
proposi tio n. Making
arrangem ents on you r own for
a lega l abo rt ion can be ex tremely
d ifficul t, i f no t imposs ible,
es pecial ly if you live ou t of New
Yo rk. Now the re is somew here
to turn for und erstandi ng and
ass i stance . W e cu t through all
th e fru st rati ng red tape t o ge t you
take n ca re of as qu ickly as
po ssi bl e. We make all the
arra ngements for yo u i n advance
w ith an acc red ited clini c or
hospi tal, staffed by Bo ard
Certifie d gynecologi sts and
m atu re, expe ri enced counselo rs
w ho will gu ide you thro ugh th is
di ffic ul t pe ri od wi th co m passio n
and se nsi tivi ty. Let us show yo u
th at someo ne d oes ca re.

In case you missed the Peace

One Hour Martinizing
1426 Morris Ave., Union

YOU'RE NOT
ALONE. SOMEONE
DOES CARE.

Tel: 686-5480

Tel: 355-9823

10%
Sy's Auto Stores
1132 Elizabeth Ave. , Elizabeth

Tel: 355-9823

10%

PASTRY SHOPS:

Bella Palerno Pasty, Shop
617 Elizabeth Ave., Elizabeth

Tel: 354-8610

10%

Dellaert's Bake Shop
2571 Morris Ave., Union

10%

Union Camera Exchange
1022 Styvesant Ave., Union
2009 Morris Ave., Union
Tel: 688,6573

Tel: 686-4987

20%
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17places to make
·money on Saturdays.
1

(Fairfield County)
14 Bridgeport
286 Knowlton St., Bridgeport, Conn.

3

15 Staten Island (Richmond County)
2252-56 Forest Ave., Staten Island, N. Y.
16 Tuckahoe (Westchester County)
154 Main Street, Tuckahoe, N. Y.
17westhampton (Suffolk County)
Riverhead Road Rt. 3, Westhampton, N. Y.

Asbury Park (Monmouth County)
• Asbury Ave. & Rt. 35, Asbury Park, N. J.
2Brooldyn (Kings County)
1900 Linden Blvd., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Elmsford (Westchester County)
555 Fairview Park Drive, Elmsford, N. Y.
4Greenpoint (Kings County)
18 India Street, Greenpoint, N. Y.
5Jericho (Nassau County)
Brush Hollow Road, Jericho, N. Y.
6 Manhattan (County of New York)
415 East 34th Street, N. Y., N. Y.
7Monticello (Sullivan County)
Bridgeville Rd. (Old Rt. #17)
Between Quickway Exits 106 &107
g Newburgh (Orange County)
68 Wisner Avenue, Newburgh. N..Y.
New Haven (New Haven County)
51 Middletown Ave., New Haven, Conn.
North Brunswick (Middlesex County)
1500 Livingston St., North Brunswick, N.J .
North Newark (Essex County)
216 Fir st Avenue, ~ ewark, N. J.
}2 Paterson (Passaic County)
263 McLean Boulevard, Pater son, N.J.
Poughkeepsie (Dutchess County )

9

10
11

We'll accept only aluminum cans. They
have rounded bottoms, are seamless, and
non-magnetic. They crush easily-and if

The Coca-Cola Bottling Company
of NewYork, Inc.

}3

107-109 North Hamilton St., Poughkeepsie , N. Y.

•

Starting March 20, and every Saturday
thereafter, all Coca-Cola bottling plants
listed above will collect empty beverage
bottles and aluminum cans from 10 a.m. till
3 p.m. You'll get 10(1: a pound for aluminum
cans-and 1(1: a pound for beverage bottles.
(It comes to about 1/ 2(1: apiece.) We'll, of
course, pay 5q: for each returnable bottle
of Coke.

you crush them, you can carry a lot more
of them.
All beverage bottles must be separated
according to glass color, all metal rings and
caps removed-and, for health reasons,
they should be clean.
Now, 1/2¢ may not seem like a lot of
money- but there are millions of dollars
worth of bottles and cans in circulation. In
fact, what we've undertaken is the largest
reclamation program ever. You see, the aluminum. cans are sent to Reynolds Metals
Company and the aluminum used to make
new cans. The glass bottles are melted by
Midland Glass Co. and Chattanooga Glass
Co. and t he glass is used to make new bottles. This recycling helps preserve our nat- .
ural resources- and means less refuse to
be collected and disposed of. Make a little
money starting this Saturday. It'll be great
for your economy-and everyone's ecology.
For more information, call (212) fi79-3677.
Reclaim your empty beverage bottles
and aluminum cans for money.
Since th is is a public service activity we
cannot accept deliveri!:)s from scrap glass
or aluminum dealers. This offer is sub,iect
to c h a n ge a n d cance \\a tio n .
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Facts About Hepatitis and Meningitis
During the . past few weeks frequently by ·the appearance of a
there have been many questions fever.
about these viruses and a member
Infectious hepatitis is a
of the student body has been common type of acute hepatitis
struck by meningitis. I hope that which· occurs sporadically or in
by this article that the student epidemics and is caused by viruses
· body becomes aware of the causes · which are introduced by
contaminated food or drink and
and symptoms of these viruses.
, may be transmitted kissing,
Acute ··· hepatitis is the sharing the infected person's food
inflammation of the liver . or drink and taking a drag from
characterized by jaundice, the his cigarette or pipe. Young
yellowing
of the eyes, and people are most frequently
. .. .

affected. The incubation period is
2 to 6 weeks after the virus has
been contacted.
Symptoms usually occur
rapidly; with anorexia, the want
of appetite, nausea, fever, and
malaise, the general feeling of
illness accompanied by
restlessness and discomfort.
Tenderness . and enlargement of
the liver and pain in the right
upper part of the body are usual
early symptoms.

Jaundice appears about 5 days
after onset at which time the fever
tends to subside, while symptoms
persist for about IO days and
subside with the regression of
jaundice.
Meningitis should be suspected
in the presence of fever with
severe headaches accompanied by
pain and stiffness in the neck and
back and positive Kernig's and
Brudzinski' s signs. Brudzinski and
Kernig are two tests for this

Psssst Wanna Buy a Mountain of Jade?
NEW YORK - Most people are
content to buy earrings, pins or ·
even a necklace of jade, but
· Francis Tyler has bigger ideas. He
recently bought a · mountain of
jade.
A what??? Yes, a jade
mountain - a mountain of jade according to an article in the
current issue of Rock and Gem
magazine.
Tyler, owner of the T-N-T gem
shop in Costa Mesa, California, .
tells how it all came about:
"A stranger walked into my
shop one day and asked if I
wanted to buy some jade. When I
asked how much, he answered
casually, 'Oh, a couple of tons.'
"When I realized he was

serious, we closed the deal, which
called for him to tell me where
the jade was located and for me to
take over from there."
The huge boulder of jade,
about the size of a small hill, was .
located at the bottom of an
embankment some 60 miles away
in Orange County, reports Rock
and Gem magazine. Using
heavy-duty winches and a truck,

TRY SlE-EPING
ON THIS!

Sunnort:
r r

(Continued ·from Page 4)

reasons I ask you to elect Tom
O'Donnell and Herb Yardley
Student Council Representative in
the class of 1972.
Sincerely yours, ..
David S. Lichtenstein
President, S. 0. •

STE.VE WANCE is probably

best known for his successful
efforts with our new constitution.
He served many long , hard hours
working as chairman of the
constitution and by-laws
committee. Steve's complete
knowledge of the parliamentary

Talk And Play With

LOVESLEEP cradles your every move·ment, molds itself to your body contours
. - yet gives perfect orthopedic support.
Blood circulation is improved, pressure
points are elim inated. You sleep 5 hours
instead of B yet awake more fresh than
ever .
Great for insomniacs, morning back•
aches. Fantastic for muscle-sore athletes
- overworked students . Sen sati ona l for
lovers! Loving on a LOVESLEEP is like
nothin9 you've ever experienced .
The LOVESLEEP 1/1/ATERBED Is made
from strong, ultrasonically sealed , heavy
duty vinyl . Materials and workmanship
are guaranteed for five years . LOVE ·
SLEEP. p ioneer manufacturers .of Waterbeds. guarantees your sat isfaction or
money refund~d .
MAIL ORDER SPECIAL
SINGLE 3 ' 3 " x7"
$39.95
FULL 4'6"x7 ' . . • . . . . . $49.95
QUEEN 5'x7'
. . • . . . . . $49 .95
KING 6'x7' . . . . . . . . . . $54 .95

rJ
0
O
□

Free ½" Polycovers included . Post Paid .

Elizabeth Children
At Lunch
Any Weekday .

11:15-12:30
f,ontact S.C.A.T.E.

Suggestions for
Foreign Films for our
first annual Foreign•
film festival.·,

Send me your free brochure D
Send check or money order to:
LOVESLEEP WATER BE DS
Division of Lightrays, Inc.
3727 Walnut St ., Ph i la ., P.a . 19104

Name . ... ...... . .. . .... . . .
Address . ................. .
City ... ...... State ... Zip .. .

the bottom of the embankment
recent!~, remains unsolved.
Tyler will soon be carving up
his two-ton mountain of jade into
gems for the settings we're
familiar with. But for now,
anyone interested in a pair of
one-ton jade earrings can contact
Francis Tyler,. Costa Mesa,
California.

More Sound & Fury

To the Editor:

Straw , stuffing, steel cools - gone forever with the revolutionary LOVES LEEP
WATER BED! Invented by scientists and
recommended by leading doctors. the
LOVESLEEP WATERBED uses nature 's
f inest cushion : water .

Tyler managed to transport the
rock back to Costa Mesa, where it
is currently housed in his garage.
Rock and Gem traces the
origins of the massive jade rock to
Ko b luk, Alaska, then to
Kotzebue, Nome and finally to
Southern California. However, the
mystery of its disappearance upon
its arrival in California about IO
years ago, until its reappearance at

Submit suggestions to
·Student Activities
Office.

procedures of our governing body
has earned him the position of
parliamentarian for student
council. Steve is a responsible,
full-time council representative.
With his impressive background,
and outstanding sense of
responsibility, we urge you - to
vote for, and re-elect STEVE
WANCE , class of '72, as student
council representative.
Sincerely,
Barbara Hayes
A viva Schoenberg

Dave Mundrick
Chris Hencincki
Anita Caruso
Margaret DiVincenzo
Bob Travaglione
Pam Sigloch

M ulkeen on his election to
President of the class of 1974.
May the year be one of success for
both him and the class.
I also wish to thank all those
who supported me and ask their
continued support in the
upcoming council elections.
Joe Butler
Class of '74

Jocular·

Election

To the Editor :
So another deluge of
popularity contests has flooded
the campus and as usual the
amateur politicos are singing the
To the Editor:
blues about apathy on the part of
We , the undersigned , fully non-voters. Of course, the
support the candidacy of STEVE candidates and their cohorts do
WANCE for the office of Student not consider their very ego trips as
Council Representative for the a possible"cause of the apathy.
class of '72.
Reflecting upon the childish
Steve has served an admirable, manner in which the campaigning
perfect attendance term as council was done and the parroting of the
representative. He has served on perennial boastful cliches by
various committees including i · candidates and supporters, one
Security , Parking Appeals, t cannot blame the non-voters for
chairman of Constitution and not taking the elections seriously.
by-laws, Reapportionment, and is Those gaudy campaign posters
presently involved with the that litter the campus resemble
General Management Survey the end product of a kindergarten
Committee. We have Steve to paint-throwing session. And that
thank for the publishing of , INDEPENDENT coverage of
finance board statements in the those redundant statement of
Independent. He is also intent and support is a sure cure
parliamentarian for council.
for insomnia. Then this election
Therefore, we urge you to circus is dragged over a period of
re-elect STEVE WANCE to the weeks, increasing its jocularity.
office of Student Council
Perhaps the real apathy lies in
Representative. We know that he the voters who fell for the joke
will continue to be the honest, and were suckered into the polls.
full-time council representative· By ·following those pied pipers of
who has gained our respect, pseudo-democratic process. Just
admiration, and support.
imagine the aforementioned type
Sincerely, of campaigning being employed in
Susan Gelber the Presidential elections of 1984.
Bob Watkins .
Mike Hydnke
Marianne Prout
NOTICE
Ben Piercei
Ann Hosley
ANYONE interested in
Tony Levi displaying their art work in the
J. Alan McGarry . library lobby - Student exhibit
Phil Olino throughout May - Please leave
name and phone number at the
To the Editor:
Information and service in the
I wish to congratulate Ed College Center.

illness. Changes in emotional
response are fust noted. These
range from subtle alterations in
behavior or slight irritability at
the beginning to the deep coma
towards the end.
Meningitis is spread by droplet
spray from the nose and mouth of
carriers, who may be persons
apparently healthy or who have
mild upper respiratory infection
but have not yet developed
meningitis.
The disease is ushered in by
severe headache, projecting
vomiting, high fever and rapidly
developing confusion, delirium,
and coma. Neck and back rigidity
become prounced and convulsive
twitching or frank convulsions are
frequent.
If you show any signs of the
aforementioned viruses contact
your doctor or go to a clinic,
Don't wait, it's your life.
A concerned student
Anthony Zuccarello

Relevance
(Continued fro m Page 6)

comes back to me now. I had
forgotten, but I still remember
that's the day you said a few
words about Babe Ruth. You
know, I couldn't help remarking
to my husband, after our evening ·
prayers, about that tea-party. I
can't conceive of two more
unlikely and opposite people to
be at a tea. Especially you, Mr.
Instructor! You never wear a tie.
You drink out of styrofoam cups.
The thought of you at a tea-party
just breaks me up. I can just see
you coming to it with your
take-out coffee in a paper bag.
Dr. P.: Well, l have to go to class.
Mrs. M.: Well please remember,
you know. Doctor Professor,
please don't hold page 42 against
me.
Dr. P.: Nothing lower than B plus.
Mrs. M.: Oh thank God! I mean
thank you Doctor Professor. What
a load off my mind! Well I have to
go home and write a paper on
how the relevant will be future for
my historical divinity class.
W.C.
F ields: "AH YES,
RELEVANCE I REMEMBER IT
WELL

Tomorrow Only!
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·Seeking Roots or Europe on 60c A Day
by Roberta Solomon

Combine the white sandy
shores of Hemingway's Africa, the
bustling town square of a large
European city·, the romanticism of
a Humphrey Bogart movie, the
poverty of our own Appalachia,
·the merchandizing minds of
Madison Avenue, a strict
confining religious heritage, the
wailing whining sounds of a sitat,
the curse of freely available
hashish and other opiates, add
tens of thousands of tourists, and
you've got Tangiers.
I f it sou n·d s like a ·
contradiction, that's because it is.
This northern-most seaport of
Morocco seems caught in the
whirlwind of Europeanization and
its long held traditional way of
life. Randomly grabbing onto
anything that may suit it for the
moment yet unable to discard
tradition, its existence is shaky.
Just a few days there will provide
you with an understanding. You'll
arrive after either a short plane
ride or a five hour ferry ride from
the southern coast of Spain. I
arrived by ferry and was
immediately surrounded by a
hoard of Arab men and children,
as was each of the disembarking
passengers, begging us to follow
them to the best hotel in town.
Curious, I followed one and ended
up in what might have been the
best fourth class hotel in town
owned by one of the many
· Spanish immigrants in Tangiers.
For $2.00 a piece, my traveling
companion and I got a room with
two beds, a bidet, a stall shower
and breakf ast. Cheap enough. I t

was clean too. There are no youth

hostels in Tangiers, but the streets that you can. They seemed like a
are literally lined . with these ·tough breed.
hotels.
The fruit market is where all
the women hang out. They stand
Our windows opened right behind their canopied wagons and
onto a main street in the old try to convince the natives into
section of town. From it I was buying things. There weren't any
able to observe the pulse of these other tourists in this market
people. At dawn the first sounds square when I was, so I guess I
and smells started creeping in was conspicuous. Some Moroccan
between the shutters and I opened woman decided that she'd like me
them to find robed men carrying to taste her ·tomatoes, and I got it
huge flat trays of freshly baked right across the face! Who did it
bread and children scurrying close or why still remains a mystery.
behind to catch any bre·ad that Women who aren't buying or
fell. Music started to wind its way selling produce are squatting on
into the street, and a lone the ground, begging. Dinner was
harmonica player seemingly left divine. The first night we met two ·
over from the night before sat other people and all four of us
absorbed in his music, oblivious to had several forks of shigh-kabob, a
the more modern sounds now huge tossed salad, loads of bread
coming from within. Slowly the and plentiful white wine for a
shops began to open and the busy total cost of six durhams! That
day started. I couldn't wait to get was for all four of us, and each
out and walk around . There must durham is 20c! ! Other nights we
be fantastic museums and galleries indulged in the Algerian specialty
here, but I never got to them. I of coos-coos, a rice-like grafo
spent the first entire day just mixed with meat, and once I
looking and talking to those who decided on a cold sandwich dinner
could speak English, or conversing and stopped into a neighborhood
with some in Spanish. I wandered store for one. The man smiled as
in and out and around the he sliced the traditional hero
shop-lined streets picking up a few bread, than stuffed in tuna fish
Morocian wallets for 40c a piece, and oil, sardines, red hot peppers,
my friend purchased several large green peppers, onions, black and
leather hammocks for $3.00 each, green olives, lettuce, tomato,
a purse, Moroccan robe, etc. cucumber, garlic, slawed cabbage
Bargaining here is amazing. and chunks of lamb with celery.
Everything seemed so cheap ,to Some cold sandwich! I literally
start that I. was wary before I tried felt as if my insides were aflame
to bargain, then found out that and everyone in the store was in
they don't have one set price for hysterics. I made some friends
anything, just get what the traffic because I was such a good sport
will bear. Many of the shops were about it, and one of them offered
managed by ve,y young boys who
were able to speak in any language

to take my friend and myself to a
local tea house.
Once inside the tea house the
first thing that hit me was the
aroma, which couldn't be ignored
The smoke was so dense that it
took awhile to become
accustomed to it. The walls were
lined with men staring into space,
others lighting up; and others
puffing anxiously at their hash
pipes. We were seated and I
noticed that my friend and I were
the only females in the place. We
ordered Moroccan tea, which is
hot water with tea and mint leaves
in the glass, and sat back to listen
to the music and watch. The
"band" consisted of five young
boys, three on sitars, one on a
clay drum, and the fifth dancing
and girating to the music with a
glass tray with crystal goblets on
it on his head.
Nothing in moderation is bad,
but I termed their use of hashish
as a curse. The poorer people are
poverty stricken and lice ridden.
They do possess the ability to pull
themselves up from the lower
levels, but to escape from their
pain indulge in hash conS t antly
and have lost the will to change.
At first I was entertained by
seeing everyone lighting up and
giving hash away, but when I saw
the children of five and six years
doing the same, I couldn't help
but pity them.
From the tea room hash den, I
went with my new friend to the
Casbah, the old section of town:
It's labyrinth like streets were

lined with adobe houses. As there
is no running water in these old
dwellings, women were lined up
outside around the water pumps
with their huge cisterns for water.
Also because of their lack of
modern plumbing, Moroccan
toilets may leave the American at
a loss of what to do. They are
merely holes in in the wooden
floor. The nearby magnificent ·
palace of the Casbah, and their
elaborately tiled bathrooms were
also housed with the hole in the
floor!
Somehow or other everyone
ends up at Cafe Central. When
you get to Tangiers ask anyone
where it is, and go. They will
direct you to this cafe in the heart
of town where I awaited the far of
dawn one .night. Arab women,
veiled and robed to the floor,
passed by, man with their feszes
on showing that they had been to
. Mecca and back, and many long
lost Europeans and Americans
wandered by. I conversed with
some from New York who had
been there for two years, and just
couldn't get up the desire to
return. With the American dollar
and the low Moroccan standard of
living, it is very easy to be caught
up in the idea of living like a king
with no responsibilities. Very
tempting indeed.
The secret to enjoying Tangiers
is to take it slow, talk to any
. smiling strangers, relax and flow
with the way of life. At worst,
you're bound to have an
enlightening time.
Next week, LONDON.

Notice
Schedule of Donors for the All-college
Blood Bank Will be Printed in the April
8, edit ion of the Independent.

COLLEGE RING
ORDERS TAKEN

Don't forget ...
April 8 is Blood Bank Day
T.V . Room - 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Maison · Petite
Distinictive ladies .apparel
Jr. Jrs. Petite & Misses

The OFFICIAL College Ring
(L.G.Balfour Co.)

A nnounces

established by the Traditions

Maison Petite
Boutique 339

and Procedures Committee

Coming Soon

Sports Separates
Exciting Jr. Fashions

The best priced and highest quality ring._offered
'

Book &-Supply Store

339 Morris Avenue
Elizabeth, N.J.
351-0001

Wednesday April 7 from 10 to 2
Open 10-6, Thurs. 10-9
Mastercharge
Bankamericard.

4 to 7:30

~
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Son Of Shrnaltz
by Ed !",!aha
With the recent success of
Erich Segal's miniscule epic,
LOVE STORY, both as a film and
as a book, it would appear that
many Americans are tredding on
the ·soppy road towards
romanticism. Not since the days
of Shirley Temple have the signs
of overt sentimentality reared
their ugly, albeit dainty, heads.
Take LOVE STORY, for
example, a perfect outing in
banality. In both of its forms it is
du 11, fantastically chaste, .
uninspired, overly emotional,
melodramatic, and presented in a
fashion that makes the eight year
old feel above it all. Yet, in a time
of so-called "ultra-sophistication,"
this trite little piece has placed
itself upon the best-seller list.
If the popularity of LOVE
STORY, replete with literary
saccharine, doesn't nauseate those
with di ~betic tastes, its
repercussions will. As profound a

classified
To Herb Gerstenfeld:
Your hugs are like headlocks,
your kisses like glue,
the ads for the radio are good,
BUT I CAN'T STAND YOU!
(only kidding, I think?)

* * *
Happy Birthday
Mike
Happy Birthday
Al

• • •

I just looked up the week of
April 18th in POOR
RICHARD'S ALMANAC.
Weather: RAIN, RAIN, RAIN.

* * *
Art Objects
Wanted
for sale on
consignment basis
Bob Kirkland
353-2452
The Scene
304 Morris Ave.
Elizabeth

* * *
WANTED
Full time bookeeper for
Linden accountant must drive
call Wm Gelford 925-0023

* * *
To the Blond Baseball Player:
I liked your barracuda
better when it was grey. Purple
seem so "flashy". Oh, well it' s
your car, do what you want
with it. See if I care.
No longer the girl from Downs.

controversy as Segal' s sugarlump .
is causing in literary circles (" Is it
literature or merely printed
excretion?"), its effects may be
more drastic in the movie
industry. Literally dozens of films
and TV shows are currently
spewing forth plots featuring an
insipidly virtuous hero or heroine
with grotesquely tragic lives.
Cliche-ridden scripts are
entrapping even the better known
faces of filmdom.
Somehow, a film concerning a
romance between Anthony Quinn
as a farmer with the instincts of a
brontosaurus, and Ingrid Bergman
as a sophisticated author's wife
finds a large audience today,
where five years ago it would have
appealed only to brain damaged
housewives and a few
Cro-magnons in Rahway. One
wonders if the trend is not just
towards maudlin romanticism but
to sado-masochism as well.
Imagine, if you will, what may
happen to the film world if tl).is
celluloid sentimentality
mushrooms.. . think of the
strange possibilities. SNOW
WHITE could be remade wherein
our heroine doesn't wake up at
the end. Mickey Rooney's Andy
Hardy could be brought back to
the screen in a new, improved,
infected with tuberculosis version.
The possibilities are limitless.
One shudders to think of
society's fate if Erich Segalism
engulfs the nation. Think of it.
Before dating, a young man may
wish to see his escort's x-rays just
to make sure that she's in poor
health. Sado-masochists may stage
salvation through suffering
parades on Pearl Harbor Day.
Hairshirts may become the in
thing, polio may even come back
into style.
There is a chance, however,
that it is still not too late to fight
back the tide of impending slush.
If enough people laugh
uproariously during poignant
death scenes, whistle and howl
lasciviously when a fully clothed
heroine appears on the movie
screen, and applaud boisterously
when t he young hero's doggies
gets hit by a Mack truck the
situation may be remedied.
Romanticism will be met with
discouragement and the populace
of the nation will return to its
pornographic, snide, ultra-cool
self.
Don' t you just love happy
endings? ( sniff)

NOTICE
FRESHMAN:
All freshmen who are
interested in helping with the
freshman carnival booth, please
attend meeting on April 6 ,
(Tuesday) - Alumni Lounge
(student center) - College Free
Hour.

ATTENTION
SOPHOMORES:
Ring orders will be taken
on Tues., Apr. 16.

from 10 to 3 in the cafeteria.
$10.00 Deposit

orr,ctal Cl••• &ins

NSC Four G_e t 7875 NOTICE

by Joan Minneci
The Twelfth Weekly Drawing
of the New · Jersey State Lottery
was held on March 25 , 1971, at
the Short Hills Mall, Short Hills,

winners avoid Federal excise tax.
At the drawing, Lottery Director
Batch announced that the number
of sold tickets projected for the
first year had already · been

NJ. R.ep.-eeentins N-arlt State

doubled in the twelve weeks - the

Anyone who was in the
South Brunswick Student
Teaching Program please
contact Sherry Hurwitz
379-9408

or

Mary

Hoover

269-0866 it is very important
College were Linda Alligood, present total being sixty million.
if you care about the project.
Chairman of the dormitory; By the way, the number was
Wanda Kolodziej , Treasurer-elect 797875.
Arrangements are also being
of Student Organization; Joan
finalized
to open up the
Minneci, 1971 Inter Fraternity
Rutgers Student Center the
Sorority Council Queen; and
evening of April 13th to allow
Eileen Moczydowlski, Chairman
LOST RING
people to sleep over. Speakers,
of I.F .S.C.'s Social Committee.
Weds.
night swim
films and free-U classes are
Each girl was responsible for
planned
for the evening.
Gen Reward
stopping one of the four rotating
FOR INFORMATION: Call
cylinders which determine the last
No Questions
648-5 32 1 or 648 -5458
four digits of the winning number.
EVENINGS , call 779-3574 and
Asked
At
All
Newark State was invited to
ask for Glenn.
participate, recognizing that thirty
Please Call
percent of the lottery fu nds
Mike 354-3246
benefit State Education and
or
Institutions.
The selection of the actual
353-8146
numb er follows an elaborate
procedu re. In the final phase an
C.C.B. FILM AND COFFEEHOUSE COMMITTEES
envelope is drawn containing the
p ost position of a previous
PRESENT
winning horse. By this method,

Classified

. Drive

_Carefully

Admissions
Recruits
There will be a meeting
Tuesday, April 5, at I :40 PM (free
Hour) in the Student Organization
Office, for all persons interested
in working with the Admissions
Office in the recruitment of
incoming freshmen.
This project will involve travel
to area high schools for college
nights, conferences, etc. Further
details will be given at the
meeting.
If you can't attend the meeting
but would like to work on this,
leave your name and mailbox
number in mailbox 811 c/o Jim .
Mason.

MOVIES AT KARMA
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 7th
"BOWERY BOMBSHELL" - EASTSIDE KIDS
"THE DENTIST" - W.C. FIELDS
"HAPPY TIMES & JOLLY -MOMENTS" "KEYSTONE HOTEL" - KE-YSTONE KOPS

FREE COFFEE AND ALICE'S FANTASTIC
BAKED STUFF.
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Squires Win
Opener 5-4
Robbins lined a triple to left
by Bob Leblei n
The squires opened their 1971 center which scored the tying and
baseball season with a 5-4 win winning runs.
over Baruch College. The runs
Pat Geroni who pitched the
came quickly as both teams distance held Baruch to two hits .
scored three oms in the fust over the final seven innings to
inning. Baruch loaded the bases record the victory.
on an error and two walks and
Newark State has games this
when the next two batters singled w ee k with G lassbor o and
the visitors had a 3-0 lead. In the Montclair. Victorie s in these two
bottom of the first two walks and games will put the Squires on the
Ron Goldfaden's tremendous right track.
double made the score 3-2. Then
winning pitcher Pat Geroni singled
home Goldfaden to tie the score.
Baruch scored a single run in the
second to take a 4-3 lead. Then in
the bottom of the second with
two out and two on, Charlie
This year's Greek football
championship was finally settled
Sunday when Sigma Theta Chi
defeated Sigma Beta Tau 6-0 in a
playoff game for the title. The
game was scoreless throughout the
first three quarters with both
. defenses being strong. Late in the
fourth quarter, Chi scored their
touchdown
on two passes from
meeting March 17 in Tuxedo,
Pete
Crutzberger
to Stan Vitale .
N.Y. Dr. Allen B. Ballard, Jr. ,
dean of academic development at The fi rst one was for forty yards.
City University, says it would cost Then another for ten and the
$ 10 million to produce 26 score.

··cHI
Wins!

Sp°-rts
Notes

Sesame Street For ''Deficients''
'At College Level
.

By Michael J. Cleary
The Lacrosse Team played the
Maplewood Lacrosse Club last
Wednesday in a controlled
scrimmage. The Squires lost 7-2 to
the fine Maple wood team . The
team looked good with several
players putting in fine
performances. Ron Stone and
John Ryan scored with attackman
Jeff Miller, middie Steve Zamek
and goalie Gary Pieretti doing a
fine iob.

-------

The Baseball Team also looked

Educators here are making
plans to adapt the techniques of
the "Sesame Street" television
programs to special programs for
high school and college students.
Representatives of the City
University of New York, the
Educational Broadcasting
Corporation, Amherst College,
Hofstra University, University of
California/Berkeley and the
Educational Testing Service are

sharp during their opener with planning a venture aimed at
Bernard Baruch. If the Squires can "increasing significantly skills in
get past Glassboro and Montclair mathematics, reading and English
this week it could be a fine composition," and "increasing
season. Pat Geroni looked fine on motivation to pursue higher
the mound and Charlie Robbins education and to improve study
and Ron Goldfaden led the habits."
hitters.

------

Spring Soccer Practice starts on
Thursday, April 1, and will
continue every Tuesday and
Thursday , during college free
hour. Everyone is welcomed to
come to the gym and practice.
Soccer players should attend!

Notice

PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST

April 2 1-26 is Earth Week. The
INDEPENDENT invites students
to submit photographs, poems or
articles dealing with the ecological
problems at Newark State and the
Women's lacrosse has started. surrounding community. No
Any . women interested should prizes will be given, but
contact Miss Venezia in the gym. publication with credit line can be
ex-pected for as much material as
Men's intramurals is entering space allows. Deadline is April 17.
its last week. Playoffs start next
Photographs must be at least
week for the championship 5" x 7" and will be returned to
between the top four teams.
the owner.

Exclusive
Area Engagement
April 17

T.P.A.

7:30-10:00

Livingston Taylor
And JF Murphy & Salt

Tickets $3.50
AVAILABLE AT INFORMATION BOOTH NEXT WEEK .

.

The programs, which WNET of
New York says would require 18
months to produce, would be
aimed at "deficient'_' high school
student, first-year college ·students
and high school " dropouts. "
City University is especially
interested in the plan because of
it s 12 ,000 SEEK (Search for
Education , Evalua t ion and
Knowledge) students and more
than 10,000 students admitted
this year under a new Open
Admissions plan, mostly Blacks
and Puerto Ricans.
·
This new idea to expand the
ed u ca ti on -through-socialization
approach of the "Sesame Street
series was first talked about at a

CLEP
(Continued from Page 1)

proposal appearing befo re the
Faculty Senate now wants to give
s tudents an a dd i tional
qualification by granting credit in
the gem:ral areas. Therefore ,
enabling students to acquire a
maximum of 46 credits.
Credit is now received for
specific courses after taking the
ex am and scoring at or above the
5oth percentile on national
norms. The subject exams are
available for the following
courses American Government,
College Algebra, and
Tregonometry, Educational
Psychology, English Composition,
General Chemistry, General
Psychology, Geology, Statistics,
Tests and Measurements and
Western Cicilization. Nine
additional course exams are also
offered.
The revised policy to grant
credit for general areas has already
received "Unamious endorsement
of the Academics Standards,
Committee, by the Admission
Committee of Faculty Senate, by
the Senates Executive Board plus
by the veteran group on campus,
Alpha Sigma Mw, Williams said
Montclair State has been offering
the CLEP exams as also has been
St._Pete!'s and Boston Uruversity.

Racket·
Squad

teaching episodes.
" Sesame Street," rated by
some educators as the most
successful application of television
techniques to teaching of
pre-schooJ children, Jambasted by
by Michael J. Cleary
others for its inherently
The tennis team , coached by
manipulative educational
philosophy, and currently a huge Mr. Peter Aufsesser, inaugurates
money-maker in toys, games, its season Friday at MontcJair
puppets, records and T-shirt uses State College. The tennis match
hand puppets, live characters, and involves six single matches and
psychedelic cartoons to teach the three double matches. The team is
alphabet and simple arithmetic led by Glenn Martinses, Don
through repetition, and song and Crane , Ted Evan ski , Jack
film segments. The U.S. Office of · Hedstrom , and Bob Marino. Other
Education, National Institute for members include Andy Soltis,
Mental Health, Carnegie Frank Roscus, Cris O'Carroll, Ron
Foundation, Ford Foundation Yarem , Gary Fredericks, Brian
and Public Broadcasting support Maughn , Gary Capiro, and Frank
Doran.
it.

GET "CREDIT" FOR
HAVING FUN
at
THE HUNTERDON ART CENTER

THE HUNTERDON ART CENTER IS AGAIN
OFFERING COLLEGE CREDITS THROUGH THE
DIVISION OF FIELD SERVICES
NEWARK STATE COLLEGE
TO ANY STUDENT PARTICIPATING IN ITS
SUMMER WORKSHOP PROGRAM.
The class schedule is as follows :
PAINTING

July 5 to July 23 (9 a.m. - 1 p.m.) Adolph Konrad

3 s.h.

PAINTING

July 5 to July 23 (1 p.m. - 5 p.m.) John Cornish

3 s.h.

WEAVING

July 26 to August 13 (9 a.m. - 4 p.m.) Acfela Akers

3 s.h.

GLASSBLOWING !.

August 9 to August 27 (all day) Fritz Dreisbaa6.:
The cost will be $20 per credit, plus a $2 registration fee.
· For registration information please contact:
Mrs. Maria Chandoha, Secretary
Hunterdon Art Center

Old Stone Mill
Center Street

Clinton, New Jersey

3 s.h.
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Starts Friday April 2
.

Selected WINTER JACKETS

I"

SWEATSH IRTS-DASHIKIS-PONCHOS,,
sold at cost-original values up to 24.95 .
ALL Suede _and fringe bags
ALL Stuffed anima·ls

40% off
50% off

• \ \\\

i \

40% off

ALL Posters

50% off

ALL Inflatables -
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Pillows-Gottles- 40% off

many one of a kind items
BOOK & SUPPLY STORE
Open 9 to 7: 30 Monday thru Thursday 9 to 7 Friday
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ALL Desk Lamps and Clocks
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